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Before we begin
The aim of this document is to show how host reputation management on a Stormshield
network Security firewall (SNS) interacts with the level of security that Stormshield Endpoint
Security (SES) applies to an infected host.

When internal host reputation management is enabled, and if the reputation of a host exceeds
a certain value, the workstation's level of security can be increased locally using SES.

The example illustrated in this technical note uses the scenario of an infected internal
workstation. As Stormshield Network Vulnerability Manager has detected vulnerabilities on this
host, its reputation score will naturally go up. The level of security assigned to the workstation
will automatically increase via SES in order to prevent the infection from spreading to the rest of
the internal network.

Understanding how SES and the SNS firewall interact

For this configuration, you will need to create:

l a filter rule based on the reputation of source hosts and ICMP. This rule prohibits pings to a
target that is ordinarily contactable at all times as soon as the reputation of source hosts
exceeds a certain level.

l SES scripts that generate ICMP requests to the destination defined in the filter rule. When
the firewall no longer allows a host with a high reputation score to contact this destination,
failed pings will cause the behavior of the SES agent to change in order to increase the
workstation's level of security.

Refer to the rest of this document for the setup details of each stage. This serves as an example
that you may adapt to similar situations.
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Configuring the SNS firewall

Enabling internal host reputation management

1. In the Configuration > Application protection> Host reputation module, in the Configuration
tab, select Enable host reputation management. The respective weight of the various criteria
involved in the calculation of the host's reputation score (major and minor alarms, results of
antivirus scans or results of sandboxing scans) can be adapted.

2. In the Hosts tab, indicate the networks, hosts or host groups to be monitored. The object
Network_internals is selected by default.

Configuring the host reputation-based filter rule

The aim of this rule is to block ICMP requests from internal hosts whose reputation scores are
above a certain value. The script that generates these requests and which is found on each of
the internal hosts will therefore detect the absence of a response and cause the SES agent to
change its behavior (increased security).

1. In the Configuration > Security policy > Filter - NAT module, select your active filter policy.

2. In the Filtering tab, click on New rule and then choose Single rule.
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3. Double click on the Status field to enable the rule.

4. Double click on the Source field to edit the rule.

5. In the Geolocation / reputation tab, select Enable filtering based on reputation score.

6. Select the operator ("higher than") and indicate the desired reputation score.
7. Select the Destination section (menu on the left side of the rule editing window). For the

Destination hosts field, select (or create) the host to which ICMP requests will be directed.
This host must be contactable at all times. As in this example, it may be the interface of the
firewall connected to internal networks (Firewall_in object). If this interface needs to be
contactable at all times (e.g., for a network monitoring solution), you are advised to assign a
second IP address to it dedicated to this rule.

8. Select the section Port / Protocol. In Protocols, fill out the fields as follows:
l Protocol type: IP protocol.
l IP protocol: icmp,
l ICMP message: Echo request (Ping).

9. Confirm by clicking on OK.

10. Using this method, create a rule above this rule, allowing ICMP requests for all the other
hosts.

These filter rules will then look like this:

Viewing the reputation of internal hosts

In the Monitoring > Monitoring > Host monitoring module, the upper window shows the internal
hosts that the firewall has detected. The Reputation column displays the score of each
monitored host.

Select a host to display details about its vulnerabilities and the evolution of its reputation score
in the Vulnerabilities and Reputation history tabs in the lower window.

Configuring the policy in the SES console

Creating a script to generate ICMP requests

1. Create a script based on the example given in the section Sample Visual Basic script.

2. Name this script (CheckHost.vbs in the example) and place it on the host on which the SES
console is installed.
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Deploying the test on SES agents

1. In the Environment Manager menu, click on Policies and then on the button in the lower
panel.

2. Select the file that you wish to forward (CheckHost.vbs in the example).

3. Click Apply changes to the environment to send this file to the SES server(s) so that they
can be retrieved by the agents the next time they connect to the server(s).

Defining the strengthened security policy

1. In the Environment Manager menu, click on Policies and then on the icon in the lower
panel.

2. Select the Security type, name this policy (HostBadReputationPolicy in the example) and
confirm.

3. Configure the various parameters associated with this strengthened policy. As this
configuration depends greatly on the environment in which the workstations are used, no
examples are illustrated in this document. For further information on the method for
creating an SES policy, refer to the Stormshield Endpoint Security
administration guide.

Creating a script resource based on the script that generates ICMP requests

1. In the Environment Manager > Policies menu, right-click on the Script resources folder and

then on the button in the window.
2. Name this test (HostCheckResource in the example) and confirm.

Adapting the "IF AND" condition

1. Right-click on the IF AND condition and select Add built-in test then Run process.

2. In the properties, click on the Name field and type the command:
Cscript.exe /E:Vbscript "C:\Program Files (x86)\Stormshield Endpoint
Security Agent\uploaded\CheckHost.vbs.srn"

 NOTE
SES adds the .srn extension during the deployment of the script to SES agents.

1. Wait for execution field: select Synchronous. The Synchronous value means that the SES
agent will wait for the script to finish running before letting any other action take place. The
Asynchronous value, on the other hand, indicates that the SES agent can activate another
pre-defined action without waiting for the script to return a value.

2. Confirm the creation of the test by clicking on the icon in the window.
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Creating SES scripts that use the HostCheckResource script resource

Principle

Two scripts are defined in order to manage the security policy applied to the workstation based
on the result of the ping:

The base script (HostReputationOK in the example) sends a ping through the
HostCheckResource resource:

l As long as the workstation is able to contact its target (with a proper reputation), this same
script will be rerun every 20 seconds,

l Whenever the workstation is unable to contact its target (poor reputation):

1. A strengthened security policy will be applied to the workstation
(HostBadReputationPolicy in the example),

2. Another script (HostBadReputation) will be run every 20 seconds.

The script run in the event of a host's poor reputation (HostBadReputation in the example) will
then send a ping through the HostCheckResource resource:

l As long as the workstation is unable to contact its target (with a poor reputation), this same
script will be rerun every 20 seconds,

l When it is able to contact its target again (after remediation - proper reputation):

1. The security policy applied to the workstation (to allow reverting to the standard
policy if necessary) will be reevaluated,

2. The HostReputationOK script will be run again.
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Defining these scripts in the SES console

HostReputationOK script

1. In the Environment Manager > Policies menu, right-click on the Script folder.

2. Click on the New policy menu.

3. Select the Script type and name this policy (HostReputationOK in the example).

Adapting the "IF..." condition

1. Right-click on the "IF AND" condition and select Add a user test.

2. Select the HostCheckResource script.

Adapting the "True" result

1. Right-click on the "IF AND" condition and select Add built-in action > Run > Script.

2. Expanding the list of the Name field in the Properties panel, select the HostReputationOK
script.

3. Edit the Wait (seconds) field and indicate 20.

Adapting the "False" result

1. Right-click on this result and select Add built-in action > Configuration > Apply a policy.

2. Expanding the list of the Name field in the Properties panel, select the strengthened
security policy created earlier (HostBadReputationPolicy).

3. The last step in the configuration of the "False" result can only be carried out when the
HostBadReputation script has been created.

HostBadReputation script

1. In the Environment Manager > Policies menu, right-click on the Script folder.

2. Click on the New policy menu.

3. Select the Script type and name this policy (HostBadReputation in the example).

Adapting the "IF..." condition

1. Click on the "IF AND" condition

2. In the Properties panel, expand the list of the Condition field and select "IF NOT".

3. In the Policy panel, right-click on "IF NOT" and select Add a user test.

4. Select the HostCheckResource script.

Adapting the "True" result

1. Right-click on the "IF AND" condition and select Add built-in action > Run > Script.

2. In the Properties panel, expand the list of the Name field and select the HostBadReputation
script.

3. Edit the Wait (seconds) field and indicate 20.

Adapting the "False" result

1. Right-click on this result and select Add built-in action > Configuration > Review policies.

2. Right-click again on the "False" result and select Add built-in action > Run > Script.

3. In the Properties panel, expand the list of the Name field and select the HostReputationOK
script. Edit the Wait (seconds) field and indicate 20.
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Completing the CheckHostOK script

Completing the "False" result

1. Right-click on the "False" result and select Add built-in action > Run > Script.

2. In the Properties panel, edit the Name field and select the HostBadReputation script. Edit
the Wait (seconds) field and indicate 20.

Both scripts will then resemble the following:
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Applying the security policy to hosts on the domain

1. Click on the Environment menu. In the Microsoft Active Directory tree, select the hosts or OU
(Organizational Unit) containing the hosts to which the policy must be applied. In the
example, this would be the OU "SESComputers".

2. In the Scripts panel (Policies linked tab),select the script HostReputationOK (Policy name
drop-down list) and assign the condition "(true)" to it:

As the script HostReputationOK calls up HostBadReputation and HostBadReputationPolicy,
they are implicitly linked and do not need to be declared.

3. Click on Apply changes to the environment. This action must be performed each time you
edit the security policy.

4. The agents installed on hosts that belong to the OU "SESComputers" can then automatically
retrieve this new policy from their server.
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Sample Visual Basic script
Replace the IP address in red with the address of the host that is the target of ICMP requests:

Function Ping( myHostName )
' This function returns True if the specified host could be

pinged.
' myHostName can be a computer name or IP address.
' The Win32_PingStatus class used in this function requires

Windows XP or later.
' This function is based on the TestPing function in a sample

script by Don Jones
'

http://www.scriptinganswers.com/vault/computer%20management/default.asp#ac
tivedirectoryquickworkstationinventorytxt

' Standard housekeeping
Dim colPingResults, objPingResult, strQuery
' Define the WMI query
strQuery = "SELECT * FROM Win32_PingStatus WHERE Address = '" &

myHostName & "'"
' Run the WMI query
Set colPingResults = GetObject

("winmgmts://./root/cimv2").ExecQuery( strQuery )
' Translate the query results to either True or False
For Each objPingResult In colPingResults
If Not IsObject( objPingResult ) Then
Ping = False
ElseIf objPingResult.StatusCode = 0 Then
Ping = True
Else
Ping = False
End If
Next
Set colPingResults = Nothing
End Function
If Ping("192.168.56.10") Then
Wscript.echo "yes"
Wscript.quit(1)
Else
Wscript.echo "no"
wscript.quit(0)
End If
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Further reading
Additional information and responses to questions you may have about high availability are
available in the Stormshield knowledge base (authentication required).
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https://kb.stormshield.eu/en/network-security/sns-appliance
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